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Preface

medical truentizm

of prof. A.P. Zilber from Petrozavodsk contains about 4000 files on doctors engaged

in fruitful creativity. These people have a need to express themselves in a

physician-truent

proposed by the english surgeon Lord Berkeley Moyniganom (1865-1936), is meant

by the word of doctors involved in literature, art, politics, engineering and so on. A.I.

Avicenna, A.P. Chekhov, V.V. Veresaev, V.I. Dahl, M.A. Bulgakov - only a few

striking examples truentizm. 

It turned out that not only doctors, but also close to them in spirit biologists -

also no stranger to doing something in addition to the specialty. To master the basics

of medicine in his youth, Charles Darwin - has thrown her and became the founder of

the modern theory of evolution, the naturalist who made a huge contribution to

biology. At the same time, and his literary work has left its significant mark in

history. 

Literary and artistic creation Dr. Sci. Biol Margarita Elbrusovna Dzodzikova -

a vivid example truentizm, which can be characterized as a medical-biological. 

high

artistic level is presented, it would seem, all in Ossetia known story of the origin of

the sacred groves Khetag located in Alagirsky district of North Ossetia-Alania.

However, the facts that have come down to us from the oral tradition of the

ossetians, under the pen of the author's starting to show its new face. Conflict

kabardian prince with his former bodyguard ossetian fell in love with the prince's

daughter and took her away to their homeland, from the framework of inter-religious

relations. Emphasis on interpersonal relationships in love with the offended girl's
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father. So it is in real life - the reasons and motives are interwoven and can form the

basis of mutual hostility. 

Miraculous escape from his pursuers did not randomize the Holy Uastyrdzhi -

the patron saint of travelers, revered by all peoples of the Caucasus. An interesting

well as the origin of the names Hetagurovih known far beyond Ossetia.

The collect

-Mamison basin its origins tied with

Khetag. Previously descendants Khetag wrote their names as Dzhanayev-Hetagurov, 

Burnatsev-Hetagurov, Dzidahanov-Hetagurov, Dzaparov-Hetagurov, Balaev-

Hetagurov, Otarov-Hetagurov, Zalaev-Hetagurov, Mamiev-Hetagurov, Gioev-

Hetagurov. Between these names could not do marriages. To this group belong to

genealogical legend Berievy, Gagievy, Gubaevy, Enaldievy, Sautievy, Tsutsievy and

-

Mamison individual community Alans. Himself K.L. Hetagurov believed that his

ancestors were descended from the Alans and previously lived on the Big Zelenchuk.

However, the truth through the centuries is not always available knowledge.

Legends coexist with the real facts, constituting a coherent whole. Their artistic

interpretation reflects certain personal thoughts and preferences of the author.

Touching attitude M.E. Dzodzikovoy to their fellow - residents Suadag, the

history of customs associated with the celebration of Khetag to their relatives and

friends. Organically in the plot of the story are mounted some details ossetian

national customs, is not known to all members of today's youth, and older people, 

who often do not know them, but if they do, they do not perform. 

The memory of ancestors, kindness, patriotism, the desire to give young people

a moral farewell -

Alexander Khadartsev, 

Member of the Union  

of Writers of Russia
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INTRODUCTION

Statements on religious themes, it is very subtle. A person who decided on this

tightrope walker feels like walking on the razor's edge between truth and balance, 

which is in the air, a burning desire to call a spade a spade, and at least a strong desire

Maybe someday, humanity, making sure that the planet Earth is a huge

laboratory or test site used by several of the highest civilization, which is not the first

istory of mankind or

individual people.

-

biologists now unknown galaxies. After all, not one or two people see the similarity

with the helmet halo suit, in the holy book describes

and all believers, regardless of religious affiliation while praying turn their eyes

upward - to the Universe - the place from which the Earth were prophets, preachers, 

And what is the Places of Power and the Holy Places, nor point of contact with

he

people. How do know?!

But today, along with the fact that the scientific world, solve important

fundamental and applied questions of science, when humanity has reached space (in

our opinion) heights in its development, in the minds of a large part of the world's

population coexist peacefully and sometimes prevail over him religious dogmas. 

What is especially interesting, and many scientists are included in this number.


